There is an error in the **Funding** statement. The correct Name for the "Chinese National Major Projects" is the "National Program Project."

There are also errors in the grant numbers in **Funding** statement. The correct numbers for the "National Program Project" are "Grants 2018ZX10731301-006-001 (HS/SPH), 2013ZX10003009-002 (HS/IPS)." The correct number for the "Clinical Research Plan of SHDC" is "16CR1028B (WS/SPH)," and the correct numbers for the National Institutes of Health R01 grants are "OD015092/RR13601, HL64560, and HL129887 (ZC)."

A correction has therefore been made to the **Funding** statement:

"This work was supported by the National Program Project Grants 2018ZX10731301-006-001 (HS/SPH), 2013ZX10003009-002 (HS/IPS), Clinical Research Plan of SHDC 16CR1028B (WS/SPH), and the National Institutes of Health R01 grants OD015092/RR13601, HL64560, and HL129887 (ZC)."

The authors apologize for these errors and state that they do not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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